Soho Works is an international network of workspaces by Soho House, designed and equipped to help creative thinkers and businesses connect, collaborate, and grow.

Our spaces combine the ‘home away from home’ feeling of our Houses with all the tools, technology and equipment to help you do your best work.

Each workspace offers meeting rooms, flexible private hire options and a curated programme of member events to help you and your business grow.

Open now in **180 Strand, Dean Street, White City** and **Shoreditch**

Prices are available upon request.
Located in the heart of east London in the iconic Tea Building, below Shoreditch House, the original Soho Works includes an open-plan lounge, workshop, studio, phone booths, meeting rooms, and offices.

56 Shoreditch High Street, London, E1 6JJ

To find out more about Shoreditch Soho Works, click [here](#).
Soho Works office members have lockable private spaces for teams to work and collaborate, with up to 12 meeting room credits per month.

Enjoy all the benefits of a Lounge membership, plus complimentary Soho Friends membership - this gives you access to Soho House bedrooms, Studios and events, as well as benefits at our spas, restaurants and Soho Home.

56 Shoreditch High Street, London, E1 6JJ

To find out more about Shoreditch Soho Works, click here.
OFFICE ONE

Lots of natural light
Corner office
Additional lounge area
Overlooking Shoreditch High St
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose Videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 6
397 sq ft
OFFICE TWO

Natural light
Overlooking Redchurch St
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 6
395 sq ft
OFFICE THREE

Natural light
Overlooking Redchurch St
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose Videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 6
399 sq ft
OFFICE FOUR

Natural light
Overlooking Redchurch St
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose Videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 8
701 sq ft
OFFICE FIVE

Natural light
Industrial-style office
Overlooking Redchurch St
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose Videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 8
313 sq ft
OFFICE SIX

Natural light
Industrial-style office
Overlooking Redchurch St
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 2
66 sq ft

OFFICE SEVEN

Industrial-style office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 2
66 sq ft

OFFICE EIGHT

Industrial-style corner office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 2
66 sq ft
OFFICE NINE

Natural light
Industrial-style office
Overlooking Redchurch St
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose Videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 6
279 sq ft
OFFICE TEN
Natural light  Industrial-style corner office  Overlooking Redchurch St and Ebor St  Additional lounge area  Lockable storage drawers  Lockable under-desk cabinets  Large screen with computer  Bose Videobar 1  Custom-built wooden desks  Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 14  704 sq ft
OFFICE ELEVEN
Industrial-style office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 4
135 sq ft

OFFICE TWELVE
Industrial-style office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 4
135 sq ft
OFFICE THIRTEEN

Natural light from lightwell
Industrial-style office
Lockable storage drawers
Large screen with computer
Bose Videobar 1
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs

Seats 9
390 sq ft
OFFICE FOURTEEN
Natural light from lightwell
Industrial-style office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 2
99 sq ft

OFFICE FIFTEEN
Natural light from lightwell
Industrial-style office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 3
99 sq ft

OFFICE SIXTEEN
Natural light from lightwell
Industrial-style corner office
Lockable storage cabinets
Humanscale height-adjustable desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 2
99 sq ft
OFFICE SEVENTEEN
Lockable storage drawers
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 2
135 sq ft

OFFICE EIGHTEEN
Lockable storage drawers
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 3
121 sq ft

OFFICE NINETEEN
Lockable storage drawers
Custom-built wooden desks
Humanscale ergonomic chairs
Seats 4
197 sq ft
Enquiries
membership.uk@sohoworks.com